We present a new class of estimators for approximating the entropy of multi-dimensional probability densities based on a sample of the density. These estimators extend the classic "m-spacing" estimators of Vasicek and others for estimating entropies of one-dimensional probability densities. Unlike plug-in estimators of entropy, which first estimate a probability density and then compute its entropy, our estimators avoid the difficult intermediate step of density estimation. For fixed dimension, the estimators are polynomial in the sample size. Similarities to consistent and asymptotically efficient one-dimensional estimators of entropy suggest that our estimators may share these properties.
INTRODUCTION
The entropy H ( f ) of a continuous probability density f (x) is given by H ( f ) = -f (2) logf (z) dz, -m as described in [ 11. In this paper, we concern ourselves with the estimation of the entropy when the density f (x) is unknown, but when we have a sample of size N drawn iid from this density. The estimation of entropy from a sample is an important problem, with applications in goodnessof-fit tests, parameter estimation, source-coding, econometrics, and many other areas [2] .
Beirlant et al. [2] give an excellent review of standard methods of entropy estimation. A common practice is to use so-called plug-in estimates. In this approach, the unknown density f(x) is first estimated from a sample using any standard density estimation technique. Subsequently, the entropy of the density estimate f (2) is computed as an estimate of the true entropy of f . While plug-in estimates work well in low-dimensions and for densities with known parametric form, the difficult problem of density estimation makes them impractical for small sample sizes in higher dimensions.
Another method for estimating one-dimensional entropies is based on the order statistics of a sample. In this paper, we show how these consistent and rapidly converging estimators can be extended to multiple dimensions, resulting in effective and computationally efficient entropy estimators for multidimensional distributions.
M-SPACINGS ESTIMATES IN ONE DIMENSION

Order statistics and spacings
Consider a scalar random variable 2, and a random sample of Z denoted by Z', Z2, ..., ZN. The order statistics of a random sample of Z are simply the elements of the sample rearranged in non-decreasing order: -~( ' 1 . The "-spacing estimator of entropy, originally due to Vasicek [4] , can now be defined as To see where this estimator comes from, we first make the following observation regarding order statistics. For any random variable Z with an impulse-free density p(.) and continuous distribution function P(.), the following holds.
Letp' be the N-way product densityp*(Z', Z 2 , ..., ZN) = p ( z ' ) p ( z * ) ...p( z N ) . Then
(2) That is, the expected value of the probability mass of the interval between two successive elements of a sample from a random variable' is just & of the total probability (1.0).
This surprisingly general fact IS a simple consequence of the uniformity of the random variable P(Z). P ( Z ) , the random variable describing the "height" on the cumulative curve of 0-7803-7663-3/03/$17.00~02003 IEEE 'The probability mass of the interval between two successive points is the integral of the density function between these two points. a random draw from Z (as opposed to the function P ( t ) ) is called the probability integral transform of Z (C.S.
[5]). Thus, the key insight is that the intervals between successive order statistics have the same expected probability mass.
Using this idea, one can develop a simple entropy estimator. We stast by approximating the probability density p ( t ) by assigning equivalent masses to each interval between points and assuming a uniform distribution of this mass across the interval'. Defining Z(') to be the infimum of the support ofp(z) and defining ZIN") to be the supremum of the support of p ( z ) , we have:
The approximation (a) arises by approximating the true density p ( t ) by p ( t ; Z', ..
., Z N ) . The approximation (b)
stems from the fact that we in general do not know Z (' 1 and Z(N+l), i.e. the true supportofthe unknowndensity. Therefore, we form the mean log density estimate using only information from the region for which we have some information, ignoring the intervals outside the range of the sample. This is equivalent to assuming that outside the sample range, the true density has the same mean log probability density as the rest of the distribution.
'We use the notion of a density estimate to aid in the intuition behind n-spacing estimates of entropy. However. we stress that density estimation is not a necessary intenoediate step in our ultimte entropy estimator.
Lowering the variance of the estimate
The estimate H,i,,,,, has both intuitive and theoretical appeal', but it has relatively high variance since while the expectation of the interval probabilities (2) is &, their variance is high.
This problem can be mitigated, and asymptotically eliminated completely, by considering m-spacing estimates of entropy, such as 2m-8poeing(Z1, ..., Z'V) 3
(4)
By letting m
this estimator also becomes consistent [2] . It is typical to set m = fi.
The intuition behind this estimator is that by considering m-spacings with larger and larger values of m , the variance of the probability mass of these spacings, relative to their expected values, gets smaller and smaller. As m and N grow, the probability masses for m-spacings concentrate around their expected values. This property holds for all pmbability distributions with continuous cumulative distriburionfunctions.
A modification of (4) reduces the asymptotic variance of the spacings estimator.
Note that this is equivalent asymptotically to Vasiceks estimator [4] . Weak and strong consistency have been shown given ( 5 ) by various authors under a variety of general conditions. For details of these results, see [2] . Perhaps the most important property of this estimator is that it is asymptotically efficient, as shown in [7] .
EXTENDING SPAClNG ESTIMATORS TO MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS
Ultimately, m-spacings estimators of entropy are based on the intuition that sums of small random intervals (based on order statistics) have consistent behavior. While there is no clear extension of order statistics to higher dimensions, there are methods for generating random regions of multi-dimensional spaces with constant expected probability mass. Such methods will allow us to extend the notion 'The addition of a small constant renders this estimator weakly consistent for bounded densities under cenain tail conditions ([61). of spacings estimates to higher dimensions. We present two (dual) methods for generating such random regions in the next subsections. One can easily construct a density estimate of an unknown distribution f from a sample of size N in three steps, by 1) constructing the Voronoi regions, 2) assuming a fixed probability mass (&) for each Voronoi region, and 3) assuming uniform density over each Voronoi region. The only subtlety here is that the density becomes effectively zero for Voronoi regions which extend to infinity. As with tbe spacings estimate, if we know the support of the unknown density f. we may bound these external regions and assign a finite fixed density to them, or in the case when the support is not known, we may simply choose to ignore these where K is the number of Voronoi regions with infinite volume.
Voronoi regions in D dimensions
Delaunay regions in D dimensions
A simple variation on this theme is to use Delaunay regions instead of Voronoi regions in the estimator. Delaunay re-I11 -299 gions are the duals of Voronoi regions. In two dimensions, a Delaunay region is formed by connecting the centers of three mutually adjacent Voronoi regions [8] . Due to lack of space, we cannot fully discuss the Delaunay estimators, but we note that they may be advantageous when we have a small sample N and high dimension D.
m-Voronoi and m-Delaunay estimators
Just as the 1-spacing estimator (kaimple) was extended to the m- spacings estimator (H,,-8pacing) , we can extend the basic Voronoi and Delaunay entropy estimators to reduce their variance. In one dimension, this was achieved by merely This leads to the types of regions shown in Figure 2 .2. Note that while the Hyper-Voronoi regions do not have the same number of Voronoi region components, their probability masses will tend to be linear (and hence predictable with low variance) in the number of component Voronoi regions.
Such predicfable and locally assigned probability mass to such regions allows the reliable estimation of functionals of the underlying density, such as entropy.
Assuming now that each Hyper-Voronoi region U ' has probability mass proportional to the number of (finite volume) regions it is composed of, that this mass is again distributed uniformly, that the number of (finite volume) Voronoi regions in a Hyper-Region U i is given by C(U')), and that N = xi C(Ui), we have the final form of our estimator:
We can extend this estimator to incorporate overlapping Hyper-Voronoi regions, as in the overlapping m-spacings estimate. We conjecture that these overlapping estimators have similar consistency and convergence properties to the one-dimensional overlapping m-spacing estimators, but the proof of these properties is left to future work.
Finally, regarding computational complexity, we note that for fixed dimension, the evaluation of (9) and its overlapping version is polynomial in N. While Hyper-Voronoi regions can be implicitly defined in polynomial time, the calculation of their volumes needed for (9) appears, unfortunately, to be exponential in the dimension.
